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tides the least popular man in Athens ? Yet even the
charge of wholesale disapproval is less grave than imputa-
tions of its opposite. For the digestion suffers more from
excessive catholicity than from a slight fastidiousness ; the
squeamish man lives longest.
And Boston, at its worst, was slightly squeamish. At its
best, it preserved a set of standards in the Great American
Desert; it knew its mind, having a mind to know; and in
the universal uproar it retained an ear that could at least
distinguish one sound from another. For Boston (I have
already said it) has an ear. And when was that ear more
sensitive than when a " small vague outsider" floated
through the bright New England air, deliciously tormenting
father, brothers, sister, nephews, and a grateful legion of
attentive readers by a singular gift of indirect allusion—
" to avoid naming it straight, but by dint of breathing and
sighing all round and round it, to arouse in the reader who
may have had a similar perception already (Heaven help
him if he hasn't!) the illusion of a solid subject, made (like
the ' ghost' at the Polytechnic) wholly out of impalpable
materials, air and the prismatic interferences of light,
ingeniously focussed by mirrors upon empty space "? For
that haunting voice hangs, for the eager visitor, on the
Boston air. He is for ever hunting echoes of Henry James
up the little hills and catching distant gleams of that im-
palpable refraction. It was positively here that his demure
young gentlemen walked genteelly along Back Bay to tea-
parties, or his young ladies waited yet more demurely
behind their half-drawn curtains for the arrival (always
long and often, alas ! permanently delayed) of the discreet
young gentlemen. One could almost recover the ardours
of Dickensians, come three thousand miles to chase phan-
toms through the Temple. The Dover Road, for them, is
not more haunted than Beacon Street for me; and the
Common is as thick with echoes as Lincoln's Inn. So the
remembered wraiths come crowding. All his Bostonians
pass by, pressing about the visitor as the faint voices of the

